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Photopedia
Cut through the clutter with this guide written specifically for your Nikon D5000 D-SLR. Packed with diagrams, instructions,
and tips, Magic Lantern is a perenially popular choice for photographers seeking to master their cameras. Sturdy with
laminated covers for long life and sized for portability, Magic Lantern Guides cover all camera features and functions and
include insider techniques from photographer/authors who shoot with the camera.

The Handbook of Bird Photography
Now that you’ve bought the amazing Nikon D750, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s features to
show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures. With Nikon D750: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you get
the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level! Beautifully
illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you
want every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide, photographer and
author Rob Sylvan, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the D750 Use the D750’s
advanced camera settings to gain full control over the look and feel of your images Master the photographic basics of
composition, focus, depth of field, and much more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots,
landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great photos in low light Learn the basics behind shooting video with your
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D750 and start making movies of your own Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go, with assignments at the
end of every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and discuss
how you use your D750 to get great shots at flickr.com/group /nikond750_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

Digital Macro and Close-Up Photography For Dummies
There are two types of new photographers: those satisfied with their low-cost point-and-shoot cameras, and those more
enthusiastic photographers who recognize the limitations of low-cost equipment and want to improve their pictures. No
longer satisfied with simple snapshots, the enthusiast moves up to a more complex digital camera-one with
interchangeable lenses and manual controls-to satisfy their artistic urge. Assuming little to no knowledge of photographic
terms, techniques, or technology, Beyond Point-And-Shoot is intended to help smooth the transition from photographic
newbie to "real" photographer who is experienced, in-control, and passionate about their craft. Author Darrell Young
explores various types of interchangeable-lens cameras, focusing on those with larger imaging sensors, such as digital
single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras. Learn how to get the most out of your camera's automatic and semi-automatic exposure
modes, as well as how to move beyond those modes and take full, manual control of your camera. Watch your photography
improve as you discover how to apply important photographic principles, such as depth of field, white balance, and
metering. With this newfound knowledge you'll move beyond point-and-shoot and begin taking truly great photographs.
Other topics include: Camera types Lenses Aperture, shutter speed, and ISO Metering and shooting controls Lens focal
lengths and angles of view The histogram Color spaces Sensors Filters Image file formats Managing digital noise And much
more!

Shot Doctor,The
Make every picture perfect with the ultimate best guide to photography. My third eye is just a way about how the author
looks the real world. He gives a different view to each and every thing by creating memories through his camera. This book
is a simple guide which presents about the Photography. In this book, you can easily understand about Photography. In this
book you can learn about the photography, what is photography, exposure, shutter speed, aperature, ISO, composition,
metering, focusing, flash. And also you can learn about types of photography, basic photography equipment, photography
basic with including tips and tricks for Photography. If this book renders helping hand to beginner Photographer, I would be
happy.

Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummies
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The perfect guide to get you up and running with your new Canon dSLR camera The Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D is a
popular dSLR camera for those moving up from point-and-shoot for the first time. This full-color guide explains all the
buttons, dials, and menus, helping you understand your camera and start using all its features. Plenty of colorful photos
from the author's portfolio illustrate what you can achieve. The book covers shooting in auto mode, using the onboard
controls, working with Live View, and managing exposure, focus, color, and lighting. It also addresses specific shooting
situations, how to get your images from the camera to the computer, and tips on editing and sharing your photos. Canon's
Rebel T3/1100D is a popular starter camera for those moving from point-and-shoot to SLR; this book helps dSLR newcomers
understand and use all the controls Covers using all the dials, menus, and modes; working with Live View and playback;
dialing in exposure and managing lighting; and shooting in auto mode Explains how to get the best images in various
situations Addresses how to get images from the camera to the computer, editing techniques, and how to print photos or
post them online Full-color photos from the author's collection show what you can achieve Anyone moving up to dSLR
photography with the Canon T3/1100D will gain skill and confidence from this easy-to-follow guide.

Canon EOS 7D Mark II
Nikon D5300 For Dummies
You own a Nikon DSLR, but which Nikon (Nikkor) lens is best for your shooting style and your budget? This guide by pro
photographer Jerod Foster will help you learn the features of Nikon lenses to capturevthe stunning pictures you want for a
price that matches your needs. Foster starts with the basics of using lenses in the Nikon lineup–from kit, to prime, to wide
angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more. Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, sports, travel, or night photography, you will
have a better understanding of the different Nikon lenses and your choices for investing in them. In this guide you will:
Master the key camera features that relate to lenses–depth of field, perspective, and vibration reduction Learn the
difference between full frame versus cropped sensors and how they affect specific lenses Understand best practices for
maintaining your lenses and for taking better pictures Accessorize your Nikon lenses with lens rigs, extenders, and other
add-on equipment Minimize lens flaws such as distortion and chromatic aberration in post processing with Lightroom Grasp
all the concepts and techniques as you go, with assignments at the end of every chapter Beautifully illustrated with large,
compelling photos, this book for beginning-to-intermediate digital photographers will help you get the image you want
every time you pick up your camera. And once you have the shot, show it off and join the book’s flickr group:
www.flickr.com/groups/nikonlenses_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D For Dummies
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An easy-to-follow guide to Canon's first touchscreen dSLR Canon calls the EOS Rebel T4i/650D its most consumer-friendly
dSLR, but there's still a lot to learn. Expert author and photography instructor Julie Adair King handles the subject in a stepby-step style that will boost your confidence. If this is your first dSLR, you'll find all the information you need to get going
with your new camera and start taking great pictures. More than 300 fabulous full-color photos illustrate all the camera
features and also show you what you and your Rebel T4i/650D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T4i/650D is a consumerfriendly dSLR with touchscreen controls, expanded autofocus features, and improved low-light shooting capabilities; this
friendly guide explains all the controls and helps you gain confidence with the Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D camera
Bestselling author Julie Adair King covers using auto, live view, and playback modes; how to dial in exposure and lighting
controls; and how to manipulate focus and color Offers advice on situational shots, explains how to get images onto a
computer for editing, and shows how to print photos or post them online Presents professional editing tips and plenty of
beautiful full-color images showing what you can achieve Popular author has written more than 15 For Dummies books on
Nikon and Canon cameras Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies is the perfect how-to guide for anyone venturing into
dSLR photography with this popular new model.

Light and Lens
- Guide to Pentax’s mid-price “pro-sumer” camera, created in response to customer demand - Camera is loaded with great
features, including Live View, HD Video modes, Shake Reduction, auto HDR function, auto distortion compensation, and
more

Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For Dummies
My Third Eye
Now that you’ve bought the amazing Canon EOS 7D Mark II, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s
features to show you exactly how to use the camera to take great pictures. With Canon EOS 7D Mark II: From Snapshots to
Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the
next level! Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography
to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide,
photographer and author Jeff Revell, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the 7D
Mark II Use the 7D Mark II’s advanced camera settings to gain full control over the look and feel of your images Master the
photographic basics of composition, focus, depth of field, and much more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for
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getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great photos in low light Learn the basics behind
shooting video with your 7D Mark II and start making movies of your own Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you
go, with assignments at the end of every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr group,
share your photos, and discuss how you use your 7D Mark II to get great shots at
flickr.com/group/7dmarkii_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

The Digital Photography Book
This guide by pro photographer Jerod Foster will help you conquer the fundamentals and capture stunning pictures. Foster
starts with the basics of using different lenses in the Canon lineup-from kit, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more,
to understand what they do and how their features affect your images. He discusses factors such as depth of field,
perspective, and compression and which types of lenses are right for your style of shooting. Whether it's portraits,
landscapes, or street photography, you will have a better understanding of your equipment and understand your choices for
investing in lenses.

Nikon D60
Light & Lens: Photography in the Digital Age is a groundbreaking introductory book that clearly and concisely provides the
instruction and building blocks necessary to create thought-provoking digitally based photographs. It is an adventurous idea
book that features numerous classroom-tested assignments and exercises from leading photographic educators to
encourage you to critically explore and make images from the photographers' eye, an aesthetic point of view. Acquire a
basic foundation for digital photography. Light and Lens covers the fundamental concepts of image-making; how to use
today's digital technology to create compelling images; and how to output and preserve images in the digital world. Explore
the history, theory and methods of digital image-making. Light and Lens translates the enduring aesthetics of art
photography into the digital realm. You'll view, capture and think about images from a new perspective. Increase your
ability to analyze, discuss and write about your own work and the images of others. Learn with exercises and assignments
by leading digital educators. Innovative techniques will train your eye to make the strongest visual statement. Solve visual
problems and overcome image challenges. Whether you use a digital SLR or a point-and-shoot camera, you'll get new
strategies to master composition, design and light. View the full range of the digital terrain with stunning images and
commentary by over 190 international artists. Robert Hirsch is a renowned photographer, educator, historian and writer. His
book credits include Photographic Possibilities: The Expressive Use of Ideas, Materials and Processes; Exploring Color
Photography: From the Darkroom to the Digital Studio; and Seizing the Light: A History of Photography. He has had many
one-person shows and curated numerous exhibitions. Hirsch has also conducted many workshops and interviewed eminent
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photographers of our time. The former executive director of CEPA Gallery, he is now the director of Light Research in
Buffalo, New York, and on the Visual Studies faculty of University of Buffalo/The State University of New York. Robert
Hirsch's new edition of Exploring Color Photography is also now available from Focal Press! *Applies technology in the
service of ideas *Emphasizes conceptual problem solving in photography today * Full of beautiful and inspiring images

Nikon D5000 For Dummies
The Shot Doctor is a new kind of digital photography book that focuses on the “how-to” and less on the “how it works” or
the technology behind the camera. This book is designed to be small enough to fit in your back pocket or in a camera bag.
It is aimed at everyday parents, students, sporting enthusiasts, and average joes who just want to take decent pictures at
their kids’ soccer games and dance recitals and who don’t aspire to make digital photography a hobby. • Easy-to-follow
when-why-how “recipes” help you set your camera to get great shots right away • Beautiful full-color interior • Step-by-step
instructions for conquering everyday photography challenges, including sporting events, school recitals and performances,
vacations, babies, children, and special events • Simple explanations of camera controls help you understand when to use
them, why they work, and how to use them • Compact, stays-open design means you can carry it everywhere and refer to it
while you’re taking pictures • Visual before and after examples of common photography problems help you choose the right
solution for your photography challenges Mark Edward Soper has been using adjustable cameras since 1971 and digital
cameras since 2000, for a total of more than 37 years as an enthusiastic and serious amateur photographer. Mr. Soper’s
when-why-how approach to photography, which combines picture-based methods (take a picture, change settings, see how
the picture improves), has been tested through years of teaching photography as well as by the hundreds of photographs
he has taken for many of his books. Mark is the author of Easy Digital Cameras and Unleashing Windows Vista Media
Center, as well as books on corporate and home networking, PC upgrades, home automation, and PC troubleshooting.
Category: Digital Photography Covers: Digital Cameras User Level: Beginner-Intermediate

Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D For Dummies
Provides information and examples on the equipment and techniques of macro and close-up photography.

Beyond Point-and-Shoot
With today’s advanced camera technology, achieving focus on a photographic subject seems like it should be a
straightforward task, but many photographers know that it can be deceptively difficult, especially when shooting moving
subjects or in challenging situations. Now, there is a complete guide available for Nikon shooters that will help them get
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tack-sharp photos every time.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px Verdana} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px
Verdana; min-height: 13.0px} span.Apple-tab-span {white-space:pre}
In The Nikon Autofocus System, 2nd Edition, photographer Mike Hagen, author of the bestselling The Nikon Creative
Lighting System, takes his deep knowledge of Nikon technology and concentrates on its focus features. In this book, which
covers all current Nikon DSLR models (including the D5 and D500), Hagen fully explains how Nikon autofocus works,
including detailed discussions of all the autofocus modules, drive systems, and camera buttons and menus. He also devotes
an entire chapter to explore how focus works with Nikon’s lenses.
Armed with this general knowledge, Hagen then dives deep and offers camera setups, settings, and best practices for
specific field techniques that address the photographic genres that are notoriously challenging for focus: action and sports
(indoor and outdoor), wildlife (including birds in flight), and macro photography. He also covers genres such as portrait,
landscape, underwater, low-light, and street photography. Hagen not only advises on the best ways to set up the camera
and focus systems, he gives helpful tips and tricks throughout the book.
The Nikon Autofocus System also covers:
• Live view autofocus methods and settings
• Achieving great focus in video
• AF tracking
• AF shooting styles, such as back-button AF and shutter-release AF
• HDR, panoramas, and other techniques for shooting with a tripod
• An entire chapter on additional terms and techniques, such as hyperfocal distance, calibrating lenses, focus and
flash photography, and more
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Nikon D3000
Featuring images of the natural world from Australia, Canada and Antarctica, this text is a how-to guide by a widelypublished amateur nature photographer, packed with lots of ideas and practical information for photography enthusiasts.

Nature Photography
Full-color guide to everything you need to get the most out of your Nikon D5000! The Nikon D5000 packs a lot of punch into
a camera that beginners will love, and now you can pack an equal amount of punch into the digital photographs you take
with your new Nikon. Whether you want to understand the D5000's new exposure settings or learn photography basics such
as aperture, shutter speed, and downloading photos, this book delivers. Walks you through the new Nikon D5000's features,
including a 12.3 megapixel sensor, 19 auto-exposure modes, and a swivel viewfinder Shows beginners who may be new to
DSLR cameras how to take good digital photographs-from using the right settings for things like sunsets, candelight, or
portraits-to downloading to your computer and printing Demonstrates beginning to advanced techniques with over 200 fullcolor photos, giving you plenty of great ideas of what you can accomplish Offers practical tips and ideas from two expert
digital photographers and authors Don't be intimidated by your new digital camera! This friendly For Dummies guide will
get you up and running in no time.

Canon Lenses
Helps Canon shooters use their systems effectively and make informed decisions when purchasing equipment. This book
teaches readers how to use various features and functions, along with practical photographic methods.

How to Take Great Photos with the Canon D-SLR System
Lenses are a considerable investment for any photographer and require understanding their features and a making plan for
purchase. You might buy several camera bodies, but quality lenses should last a lifetime! You need a book that goes
beyond the camera manuals to teach you how to select and use Canon lenses to take great shots. This guide by pro
photographer Jerod Foster will help you conquer the fundamentals and capture stunning pictures. Foster starts with the
basics of using different lenses in the Canon lineup–from kit, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more, to understand
what they do and how their features affect your images. He discusses factors such as depth of field, perspective, and
compression and which types of lenses are right for your style of shooting. Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, or street
photography, you will have a better understanding of your equipment and understand your choices for investing in lenses.
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Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get
the image you want every time you pick up the camera.

Canon Lenses
Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography, tailored specifically for
people who use the Nikon D90. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all the buttons do, it
teaches you how to use the D90's features to make great photographs-including professional-looking images of people,
landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, HD video, and more. With Ben Long's creative tips and technical advice,
you have the perfect, camera-bag-friendly reference that will help you capture stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. The
Nikon D90 Companion will show you how to: Take creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic rules
of composition Capture decisive moments, including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors
Learn about different lenses, and the best time to use them Understand the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right
for you Use the D90's ability to shoot high definition video

A Photographer's Guide to Focus and Autofocus
Learn to use every feature of your Canon T3/1100D and get great shots every time Digital Field Guides offer step-by-step
information about digital camera controls as well as tips and techniques for getting great photos in various common
situations. This handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera bag, explains how to use every button, dial, and setting on
your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers using the improved HD video features, and in-camera movie editing options.
Illustrated with the author's outstanding photos, the book provides recipes for getting the photo you want in any
environment. The EOS Rebel T3/1100D is Canon's newest entry-level dSLR camera, offering a streamlined and simplified
experience for new dSLR users This book explains every camera control, showing you how to use all the buttons, dials, and
settings Cover the exciting new HD video features and offers suggestions for getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take this guide along whenever you use your camera Includes a gray card and
color checker card used to maintain accurate color and white balance New dSLR camera users will get up to speed quickly
with the easy-to-follow guidance in this handy field guide.

How to Do Everything with iLife 04
The Handbook of Bird Photography distills the knowledge, talent, and experience of three well-known professional wildlife
photographers into one beautifully illustrated volume. Written in a manner that is easy to understand, this book offers fresh
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insight and practical tips that will broaden horizons for nature and bird photographers. The authors share their stories
showcasing photographs for which they have received awards in major international wildlife photo competitions. In this
book, you'll learn about all of the elements that lead to a great bird photograph, including: The bird photographer's
equipment Shooting techniques: exposure, focus, how to show movement and freeze action, etc. In the field: bird behavior,
hides, and how to attract birds How to use light and compose and crop images The best sites for finding and photographing
birds You'll also learn how to show, share, promote, and sell your photographs. Bird photography is a brilliant way to spend
your free time, and for some it's a career. This book helps beginners get the hang of things quickly and accurately, and
offers field-specific expertise for more experienced photographers.

Magic Lantern Guides: Pentax K-7
A comprehensive guide to the Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D camerawritten by bestselling For Dummies author Julie AdairKing
Expert author and photography instructor Julie Adair King isexactly who you want to explain Canon's hot new Rebel
T5i/700Dcamera for you. Her friendly, step-by-step style - honed to a finepoint from helping over 300,000 readers use their
cameras - willhave you snapping great shots on the new Rebel in no time. Find allthe info you need, backed by clear images
of camera controls andmenus, so you know exactly what she's explaining, when she'sexplaining it. More than 300 fabulous
full-color photos help yousee what you and your DSLR Rebel T5i/700D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T5i/700D is an entrylevel DSLR camera fromCanon and features an 18 megapixel sensor, full 1080 videocapability, 5fps shooting, and a 3-inch
viewscreen Covers how to shoot in Auto mode, manage playback, organizeyour images, and get better results from
exposure, lighting, focusand color Gives you professional editing tricks and offers plenty ofbeautiful full-color images so you
can see what you canachieve Popular bestselling author Julie Adair King author has writtenmore than 15 For Dummies
books on Nikon and Canon cameras,and she helps you really get a feel for the camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For
Dummiesthere's so muchhere to get you on your way to taking great photos!

Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide
Scott Kelby, author of The Digital Photography Book, volume 1 (the world’s best-selling digital photography book of all
time), is back with a follow-up to his volume 2 smash best seller, with an entirely new book that picks up right where he left
off. It’s even more of that “Ah ha—so that’s how they do it,” straight-to-the-point, skip-the-techno-jargon stuff you can really
use today to make your shots even better. This book truly has a brilliant premise, and here’s how Scott describes it: “If you
and I were out on a shoot and you asked me, ‘Hey Scott, I want the light for this portrait to look really soft and flattering.
How far back should I put this softbox?’ I wouldn’t give you a lecture about lighting ratios, or flash modifiers. In real life, I’d
just turn to you and say, ‘Move it in as close to your subject as you possibly can, without it actually showing up in the shot.’
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Well, that’s what this book is all about: you and I out shooting where I answer questions, give you advice, and share the
secrets I’ve learned, just like I would with a friend—without all the technical explanations and techie photo speak.” Each
page covers a single concept on how to make your photography better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn another
pro setting, tool, or trick to transform your work from snapshots into gallery prints. If you’re tired of taking shots that look
“okay,” and if you’re tired of looking in photography magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my shots look like that?” then this
is the book for you. This isn’t a book of theory—full of confusing jargon and detailed concepts. This is a book on which
button to push, which setting to use, and when to use it. With nearly 200 more of the most closely guarded photographic
“tricks of the trade,” this book gets you shooting dramatically better-looking, sharper, more colorful, more professionallooking photos every time.

Pisces Guide to Shooting Underwater Video
See the world differently through your new Nikon D5300 Your new Nikon D5300 digital SLR camera represents something
about you. It shows that you want something more than a point-and-shoot camera has to offer. You want to take better
photos. You want more control. You don't want to rely on editing to make beautiful photographs. Well, there's good newsyou now have the right tool to make that happen! Now you need to learn how to use it. The Nikon D5300 has more features
and expanded capabilities, and offers you more options for shooting in different situations. Taking advantage of the full
complement of controls and settings gives you the power to capture images in new and imaginative ways. Nikon D5300 For
Dummies is your ultimate guide to using your new DSLR to its utmost capability. Author Julie Adair King brings her vast
experience both as a veteran photographer and a photography teacher to you in this full-color, easy to follow Nikon D5300
guide. Nikon D5300 For Dummies contains more information that you would typically get in a basic photography course,
plus information specific to the camera. Over 200 full-color images help illustrate concepts and apply them to the Nikon
D5300, making this the ultimate reference for the beginning or veteran photographer. Master controls, basic photography
principles, and shooting in auto Get creative with advanced settings and video functions Take charge with manual controls,
and understand camera functionality Find tips on editing and sharing photos You have an excellent camera. Don't be
content with shooting in auto mode forever! Master your DSLR and learn your way around the settings for the most
gorgeous photographs you've ever taken. Nikon D5300 For Dummies is your guide to making it all happen.

Nikon D750
If you’re as excited as we are about the Rebel XSi/450D, you probably can’t wait to start shooting. Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XSi/450D For Dummies will show you how to make every shot count! Even if you’re new to digital SLR cameras or are
unfamiliar with general photography terms and techniques, this handy guide will show you how to feel comfortable with the
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controls and start taking beautiful photographs. Don’t worry if you’ve never heard the words aperture, white balance, or
ISO. You’ll soon be switching easily between automatic and manual modes, managing exposure, and using the all-important
Quality setting! You’ll learn everything about the lenses, from how to choose the ones you need to how to handle them.
You’ll finally know how to push just the right buttons to achieve the results that you desire. In a snap, you will find out how
to unleash your creativity by manipulating exposure and lighting. You will find out how to: Control picture quality Adjust
resolution for image quality and size Shoot in automatic and manual modes Review photos using Playback Mode and the
histogram, delete unwanted photos, and protect valuable photos from accidental deletion Manipulate exposure, color,
focus, and lighting Download, organize, archive, print, and share photos with family and friends Complete with lists of ten
fast photo-editing tricks and ten special-purpose features to explore on a rainy day, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For
Dummies is your one-stop guide to setting up, working with, and making the most of your new Canon digital SLR camera.

Nikon D3300 For Dummies
Focal Digital Camera Guides: Nikon D60 Just bought a Nikon D60 and looking to combine practical know-how with
inspiration? This one-stop, easy-to-read guide covers all the basic functions of the camera, and everything beyond. For the
basics, turn to the quick start guide, which will get you up and running in five minutes. For an understanding of your
camera's many controls and features, check out the section called "The Camera." If all you need is a quick explanation,
you'll find it. If you're looking for the Whole Story, you'll find that, too. Settings that affect how your pictures look are
accompanied by full-color examples that show you exactly what you can expect. This section also covers the camera's
menus, playback features, memory cards, and power sources. The section called "Software" shows you how to get the most
out of your camera's software. It covers downloading, editing your photos, RAW conversion, storing your images, managing
your library, and backup strategies - to name just a few topics. Ultimately, this book's greatest strength isn't its focus on the
camera or the software; it's the detailed, easy-to-follow instruction it offers on using your camera to take truly superior
photographs. Sections devoted to lenses, subject matter, and light cover these variables in depth, always presenting the
most effective techniques in the context of the strengths and limitations of the Nikon D60. Written by a widely acclaimed
photographer and photography instructor, Nikon D60 shows you how to get the shots you can see in your head but have
never been able to capture with a camera. * The quick start guide will have you taking great photos in five minutes. * Indepth coverage of every feature and control ensures that you have access to the tools you need for every shot. * Full-color
examples demonstrate how different settings affect your photos. * Expert coverage of lenses, lighting, and subject matter
gives you the practical knowledge you need to go after any shot. * Step-by-step instructions on photo editing and image
management help you get the most out of your camera's software. * A detailed review of accessories for your camera
explains which of these add-ons offer the most value for your needs. * Dozens of tips and tricks prepare you for every
situation you're likely to encounter - in the field, at the studio, or at your next wedding or family reunion.
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Composition
A must-have, full-color guide to the Nikon D7100 The Nikon D7100 is an ideal camera for beginning photographers who may
lack structured photography training but are still eager and determined to take great photos. And that?s where this fun-andfriendly guide comes in handy! Packed with more than 300 full-color photos, this introductory guide begins by helping you
get a feel for the camera, get comfortable shooting in auto mode, managing playback options, and handle basic
troubleshooting strategies. Veteran author Julie Adair King walks you through the D7100's features and encourages you to
take creative control so that you can start capturing stunning pictures immediately. Packs in more than 300 full-color
photos that exemplify the basic photo skills needed to get great shots Shares a wealth of information from one of the most
popular digital photography authors Walks you through adjusting manual settings to get better results from exposure,
lighting, focus, and color Contains an entire chapter on video mode Explains how to send images to a computer for
organizing, editing, and sharing Nikon D7100 For Dummies helps you get a grasp on your camera's controls so you can
start taking memorable photos today!

The Complete Guide to Sony's Alpha 200 DSLR (B&W Edition)
A friendly guide to the Olympus E-PL1, the latest trend in digital cameras Hybrids offer the flexibility of interchangeable
lenses and a large sensor in a smaller body. The Olympus E-PL1 lightens your load without sacrificing shooting power and
this fun and friendly guide helps you better understand your camera's controls, features, and potential. Veteran author Julie
Adair King presents you with examples on how to use your camera's main functions in order to create effective and
memorable digital photos. Explains how to work with lenses and shoot in auto mode Covers the on-board controls and
situational shooting Addresses manipulating focus and color controls Discusses printing, posting online, and other ways to
share images Get started shooting with Olympus E-PL1 For Dummies!

The Nikon Autofocus System, 2nd Edition
- Nikon’s newest entry-level model: well-priced, a great value, and sure to be a big seller with the general public - Covers
the new and exclusive Guide Mode Feature, which displays selectable menus in the LCD that guide photographers step by
step through the settings - Stafford is the technical editor of Nikon Owner magazine, a lifelong Nikon shooter, a contributor
to several photo magazines, and the author of more than 13 Magic Lantern Guides

The Nikon D90 Companion
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This attractive boxed set includes: The Digital Photography Book, Part 1, 2nd Edition (ISBN 0321934946), The Digital
Photography Book, Part 2, 2nd Edition (ISBN 0321948548), The Digital Photography Book, Part 3 (ISBN 0321617657), The
Digital Photography Book, Part 4 (ISBN 0321773020), and The Digital Photography Book, Part 5 (0133856887). Scott Kelby,
the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever, shows which buttons to push, which settings to use, when to use
them, and hundreds of the most closely guarded photographic "tricks of the trade" to get budding photographers shooting
dramatically better-looking, sharper, more colorful, more professional-looking photos with their digital camera every time
they press the shutter button. Scott tackles the most important side of digital photography–how to take pro-quality shots
using the same tricks today's top digital pros use (and it's easier than you'd think). Each chapter is packed with plain
English tips on using flash, shooting close-up photography, travel photography, shooting people, and even how to build a
studio from scratch, where he demystifies the process so anyone can start taking pro-quality portraits today! Plus, he's got
full chapters on his most requested topics, including loads of tips for landscape photographers, wedding photographers, and
sports photographers. Chapter after chapter, page after page, Scott shares all the pros' secrets for making your photos look
more professional, no matter what you're shooting. This bundle has a value of US $125.

The Complete Guide to Sony's Alpha 99 SLT Volume I (B&W Edition)
Take your best shot with your new Nikon D3300 Congratulations on your new Nikon D3300 DSLR! You probably want to get
shooting right away, but first you need to know some basics about the controls and functions. Nikon D3300 For Dummies is
your ultimate guide to your new camera, packed with everything you need to know to start taking beautiful photographs
right out of the gate. Author Julie Adair King draws on a decade of experience in photography instruction, specifically Nikon
and Canon, to walk you through the basics and get you started off on the right foot. Your new Nikon D3300 offers full
control over exposure settings, but it also includes pre-sets and auto mode options for beginners. Nikon D3300 For
Dummies guides you through the specifics of each setting, and teaches you how to determine what controls work best in a
given situation. Written specifically for the Nikon D3300, the book discusses only the controls and capabilities available on
your model, and shows you where to find them and how to use them. Topics include: Shooting in auto mode, playback
options, and basic troubleshooting Working with light, focus, and color, and conquering video mode Picture organization,
including file transfer and sharing Tips on photo editing and select features This full-color book includes a variety of photos
that demonstrate the effects of different settings, allowing you to develop an eye for matching controls to situations. If you
want to get the most out of your new DSLR, Nikon D3300 For Dummies is the best, most complete guide on the market.

Nikon D50
Photopedia: The Ultimate Digital Photography Resource Whether you own a low-cost point-and-shoot camera or an
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expensive digital SLR, great photographs are within your reach–with the help of this book. Photopedia: The Ultimate Digital
Photography Resource shows you everything you need to know to take great-looking digital photos, from basic camera
operation to advanced Photoshop techniques. Photopedia’s easy-to-read text, accompanied by colorful photographic
examples, leads you step-by-step from choosing the right digital camera to taking impressive pictures to printing your
photos and sharing them via the Web. Photopedia includes detailed instructions for taking all kinds of different photos.
Want to take an attractive portrait, or a stunning action shot? Or perhaps you just want to capture shots on your upcoming
vacation, or shoot some product photos for eBay? Whatever type of photo you want to take, you’ll learn how in this book.
Read the text, look at the pictures, and then start shooting! HERE’S SOME OF WHAT’S COVERED INSIDE: • Choosing the
right digital camera • Learning your camera’s functions and controls • Selecting essential camera accessories • Using
different lenses and filters • Mastering essential photographic techniques, such as composition, lighting, color, exposure,
and focus • Choosing the best photo editing software • Using Photoshop to edit and enhance your photos • Shooting the
perfect photo–from portraits to still life • All aspects of digital photography from equipment, composition, digital
darkroom/editing, and output. • Shooting in black and white • Storing, managing, and printing your photos Michael Miller
has written more than 75 nonfiction how-to books, including Que’s iPodpedia: The Ultimate iPod and iTunes Resource,
Googlepedia: The Ultimate Google Resource, Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Computer Basics, Tricks of the eBay Masters,
and Bad Pics Fixed Quick. Learn more at his website: www.molehillgroup.com. Category: Digital Photography User Level:
Beginner to Advanced

Nikon D7100 For Dummies
Explains the fundamentals of composition in photography, covering key camera features that affect it, including shutter
speed and aperture, and illustrates how elements like color, shape, angles, and contrast help create compelling images.

Scott Kelby's Digital Photography Boxed Set, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
An introduction to digital photography.

Olympus PEN E-PL1 For Dummies
Find out how to get the most out of iTunes, iPhoto, iMovie, and iDVD and use all these applications together to create
customized content with your own digital media. Learn to burn MP3s, organize and edit your digital photos, shoot a movie
and add effects, create your own DVDs, and much more.
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Nikon D5000 - Magic Lantern Guides
Autofocus changed the way photos are taken, making it easier to capture and keep the subject in sharp focus. Since
autofocus was first introduced, it has become much more complicated, offering different focus modes, focus types, and
focus points. What started out as a way to simplify the photo-making process has turned into a complicated endeavor with
numerous choices and settings. A Photographer’s Guide to Focus and Autofocus: From Snapshots to Great Shots is here to
answer all your questions about the focusing system in today’s cameras and their various autofocus modes. Photographer
Alan Hess covers the simple basics of focus: manual focus versus autofocus, the best focus modes to use, and how focus
works in both DSLRs and mirrorless cameras. Then he discusses more advanced topics, including autofocus sensor types,
back-button autofocus, and focus for DSLR video. There is much more to autofocus, and focus in general, than just pushing
the shutter release button and hoping the image is sharp and in focus. With this book, you’ll learn how to get the right focus
in your images, no matter what the occasion. Follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide, and you will: Learn
the top ten things to know about focus, including how to use the focus controls on the camera, how to pick the autofocus
point, and when to use pre-focus in your images Address common autofocus issues such as dealing with low contrast or low
light, or shooting through obstacles like glass or a fence Develop troubleshooting techniques for what to do when the
autofocus doesn’t work properly Work with both manual focus and autofocus and learn tricks to achieve better focus in
video And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr group to share your photos and tips at
flickr.com/groups/focusandautofocusfromsnapshotstogreatshots

Nikon Lenses
Amateur photographers can explore their creativity and get professional results with Nikon's latest offering in the world of
consumer digital SLR photography. In addition to being compact, lightweight, and wonderfully easy to use, the D50 features
a 6.1-effective megapixel sensor, 5-area autofocus, and a large 2-inch LCD. All this, along with the superb Nikkor optics and
high-performance zoom, should make the Nikon D50 one of 2006's top-selling cameras in its class. This guide covers it allwritten by the technical editor of the Nikon Owners' Club International's Nikon Owner magazine-it is the perfect way for the
proud owner of this new digital model to learn every facet of this capable camera and get beautiful, expertly shot photos.

Hands-on Digital Photography
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